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n October 7, conflict broke out between 
Israel and Hamas, an armed Palestinian 

group that has controlled Gaza since 2006. The 
comprehensive attack by Hamas, involving 
aerial, ground, and naval assets, took Israel by 
surprise as Hamas fighters stormed Israeli cities, 
towns, and villages. This resulted in death of 
more than 1400 Israelis and 
the capture of more than 
200 hostages, prompting 
Israel to declare war on 
Hamas and a complete 
siege of Gaza, an act that 
amounts to a war crime. 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu warns 
of a “long and difficult 
war” as his military claims 
to have recaptured the 
border areas and has been 
conducting indiscriminate 
retaliatory bombing of the 
Gaza Strip and the West 
Bank killing at least 5000 
Palestinian civilians and 
displacement of more than 
one million others. The 
conflict represents the 
most dangerous escalation 
between Israel and Palestine 
in decades, happening 
exactly 50 years after the 
1973 Arab-Israeli war. The 
United States, along with 
most of the Western countries, supports Israel 
and condemns Hamas. Russia and China criticize 
America’s “destructive” approach to the region 
while urging restraint and reiterating their support 
for a Two-State solution.

Background of the Conflict
The Israel-Palestinian conflict dates back to 1947 
when the United Nations Resolution (181) divided 
the British mandate of Palestine into an Arab and 
a Jewish state. The Palestinians, who were 67 
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percent of the population and owned 94 percent of 
the land, resisted the Partition Plan, sparking the 
first Arab-Israeli war.1  The War displaced 750, 
000 Palestinians (half of the total population) and 
divided the territory into the State of Israel, the 
West Bank, and the Gaza Strip. During the War, 
Israel occupied more territory than was awarded to 

it under the UN Partition Plan, including the West 
half of Jerusalem (shown in the map).

Tensions between Israel and Arab neighbours 
escalated during the 1956 Suez Canal Crisis, when 
Israel briefly invaded parts of the Egyptian Sinai, 
but withdrew under pressure from the US shortly 
thereafter.2 In 1967, in response to blockade of 
Aqaba Port by Egypt and aggressive mobilization 
by an Arab alliance comprising Egypt, Iraq, Jordan 

and Syria, Israel conducted pre-emptive airstrikes 
against its Arab neighbours, triggering a full-fledged war 
with Egypt, Syria, and Jordan, known as the Six-Day 
War. The war allowed Israel to occupy territory four 
times its original size, including the Sinai Peninsula and 
Gaza from Egypt, the West Bank and East Jerusalem 
from Jordan, and the Golan Heights from Syria.3  
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The UNSC Resolution 242 (1967) called for the 
withdrawal of Israeli forces from the occupied 
territories back to the 1949 armistice line.4 Israel failed 
to comply. Egypt and Syria tried but failed to regain the 
lost territories in the 1973 Yom Kippur War. The 1979 
Camp David Accords ended hostilities between Egypt 
and Israel, but without resolving the Palestinian issue of 
self-determination. In June 1980, the UNSC Resolution 
476 termed Israel’s claim and control over Jerusalem as 
“null and void”, terming its administrative measures as 
a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention.5 

After the First Intifada (Palestinian uprising against 
Israel) in 1987, the Oslo Accords I (1993) and Oslo 
Accords II (1995) set the course for future negotiations 
on Two-State solution, which was never achieved.6 

Nevertheless, the Accords facilitated an official 
recognition of each other by Israel and the Palestinian 
Liberation Organization. As part of the Accords, the 
two sides signed agreements that established a limited 
self-rule under the Palestinian Authority (PA) over 
parts of the occupied West Bank and Gaza, but also 
gave Israel control over 60 percent of the West Bank 
and much of its land and water resources.7 

Disregarding the terms of the Oslo Accords, Israel 
maintained its occupation and started constructing the 
West Bank separation wall in 2002 to limit freedom of 
movement, a move deemed illegal by the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ).8  In its advisory opinion in 2004, 
the ICJ described the territories situated between the 
Green Line and the former eastern boundary of Palestine 

as “occupied”, with Israel having the status of an 
“occupying power.”9  The Israeli Supreme Court 
concluded the same when in the 2004 Beit Sourik case, 
the court termed the status of Israeli presence in the West 
Bank as occupatio bellica (belligerent occupation).10  

The PLO leader Yasir Arafat died in 2004 and Israel, 
which had occupied the West Bank and Gaza since 
1967, unilaterally withdrew from Gaza and evicted 25 
settlements in North Samaria in 2005.11  Factionalism 
flared up in Gaza when Hamas, an armed political 
Palestinian group, won over the long-time ruling Fatah 
party in the 2006 general elections. A Hamas-Fatah 
Civil War broke out in which Hamas expelled Fatah to 
the West Bank and gained political and military control 
over Gaza.

Accusing Hamas of ‘terrorism’ since June 2007, Israel 
enforced a land, naval, and air blockade of Gaza. Since 
then, it has launched numerous military assaults in 2008, 
2012, 2014, 2018, and 2021, resulting in the killings 
of thousands of Palestinians, including children. In the 
meanwhile, Israel continued expanding illegal Jewish 
settlements in the occupied Palestinian territories. In 
2016, the UNSC Resolution 2334 denounced and called 
for ending the “Israeli occupation” as having “no legal 
validity”,12 and reminding Israel its responsibilities 
under Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.13  On 
the contrary, under the watch of the right-wing Israeli 
leadership, Jewish settlements have been expanding, 
resulting in encroachment upon Palestinian lands and 
liberties.
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Analysis of the Conflict

On October 7, Hamas fighters infiltrated the 
billion-dollar security fence between Gaza and 
Southern Israel, killing hundreds of Israeli soldiers 
and civilians while taking several Israelis as hostages, 
which are reported to be at least 200.14  Israel responded 
with indiscriminate airstrikes across Gaza that targeted 
residential buildings, schools, hospitals, and mosques, 
killing more than 5000 Palestinian civilians including 
children. Israel also enforced a “complete siege” 
of Gaza, cutting off the supply of food, water, and 
electricity to more than 2.2 million residents, an act 
that amounts to a war crime. It is important to note 
that although Israel withdrew from Gaza in 2005, 
leaving the PA in power, it had retained control over 
Gaza’s airspace, maritime access, and has installed an 
electronic fence along its land border manned by the 
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). Moreover, all the major 
crossing points are within Israeli control, except Rafah 
crossing that links Gaza with Egypt.
Following Hamas’ attacks, a comprehensive Israeli 
ground invasion is imminent as Netanyahu hurled threats 
of turning Gaza into a “deserted Island”, amassing 
100,000 troops along the Gaza border.15  In the wake 
of the Hamas attacks, the right-wing government of 
Netanyahu and the Centrist opposition have formed a 
limited “emergency war cabinet” to navigate the crisis.16 
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The Hamas attacks exposed Israel’s security and 
intelligence apparatus, as was admitted by the Israeli 
intelligence chief.17  Israel failed to prevent the attacks 
because of the excessive deployment of IDF forces 
to protect Israeli settlers in the West Bank amidst 
violence, leaving a “thin, underprepared presence” in 
the Southern border with Gaza.18 Israel also perceived 
greater threat from Hezbollah (based in Lebanon) and 
had underestimated Hamas’ capacity to execute such 
a large-scale offensive. Just a week before the attack, 
Israeli intelligence briefed senior security officials 
over the dangers posed by Hezbollah, without even 
mentioning Hamas.19 Domestic political turmoil in 
Israel due to conflict on curtailing judiciary’s powers 
could be another reason why Hamas wanted to exploit 
the window of opportunity for launching the attacks.20  

The current crisis follows rising violence in the 
Israeli-Occupied West Bank, military raids, the 
unchecked expansion of Jewish settlements, and street 
assaults by Jewish settlers on native Palestinians. 
Moreover, the open racism in Israel including by 
some members of Netanyahu’s coalition has infuriated 
the Palestinians, along with the provocative Israeli 
actions, such as in the Al-Aqsa mosque (Islam’s third 
holiest place), which Hamas’ leader, Muhammad 
Al-Deif, explicitly pointed out as the reason behind 
these unprecedented attacks.21 Therefore, while 
Hamas’ attacks on Israel are being widely termed as 
‘unprovocative’, it is a mistake to ignore the contextual 
dynamics within which the Palestinian group made its 
move.
Hamas’ attack appears to be long-planned, without 
having a single trigger. The group may have found 
the deepening domestic divisions in Israel and lack of 
vigilance on the barrier as an opportune time to attack. 
Also, the attack is well-timed to disrupt a potential 
US-led rapprochement between Israel and Saudi 
Arabia, which according to Hamas calculations might 
have resulted in further marginalization of Palestinians. 
With an attack of this scale, Hamas may also hope to 
draw Israeli forces into Gaza and engage in protracted 
urban warfare, a costly move that the far-right Israeli 
politicians may want to avoid. 

The Israel-Hamas hostilities also display failure of the 
diplomatic initiatives, such as the Abraham Accords, 
which aim to achieve peace without addressing the 
question of Palestinians right to self-determination. 
The current crisis is a reminder that a peace process 
involving a few Arab States and Israel, bypassing 
Palestinians, has very little chances of success.

Reactions from the International Community

Most of the Western countries including the United 
States, Canada, United Kingdom, France, Germany, and 
Italy condemned Hamas attacks and supported Israel’s Source: CBS News (2023)
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right to defend itself. The European Union (EU) has also 
strongly condemned attacks on Israel and even pledged 
to freeze development aid to Palestine, a move that was 
later reversed.22 

Russia blamed America’s “destructive” regional 
approach as the reason behind the crisis, whereas China 
has taken a cautious position urging both Hamas and 
Israel to cease hostilities while stressing the Two-State 
solution as a way out of the conflict. 

The UN Security Council displayed deep divisions 
amongst the veto wielding powers over Israel-Hamas 
crisis. On October 9, the UN Security Council debated 
the conflict but failed to issue a joint statement, as the 
US pushed all 15 members of the UNSC to condemn 
Hamas.23  The US also vetoed two UNSC resolutions 
– sponsored by Russia and Brazil – condemning 
all violence against civilians and advocating for a 
humanitarian ceasefire.24  On his visit to Israel, the 
US President Joe Biden expressed solidarity with Tel 
Aviv, but also announced a $100 million aid for Gaza. 
He also claimed to have secured a deal with Egypt and 
Israel for allowing humanitarian aid into Gaza, as aid 
delivery awaits at Rafah crossing with Egypt.25 

On October 18, the OIC in an emergency meeting 
called for an end to the “barbaric aggression” of the 
Israeli occupied forces against the Palestinian people.26 
The joint statement also described Israel’s targeting 
of Al-Ahli Baptist Hospital, which killed more than 
500 people, as a “war crime”. The Arab League in an 
emergency meeting urged Israel to return to “serious” 
negotiations on the Two-State solution that provides 
for a viable Palestinian state.27 The crisis elicited mixed 
responses from the Arab states. Saudi Arabia has called 
for de-escalation and stressed the Two-State solution, 
while the UAE and Bahrain slammed Hamas attacks 
but avoided criticism of the brutal Israeli actions in 
Gaza. Kuwait and Qatar held Israel solely responsible 
for the crisis and urged the cessation of its occupation 
and expansion of Jewish settlements. 

Mediation efforts by Egypt, Turkey, and Qatar are at 
an embryonic stage, as they are aiming to contain the 
escalating crisis.28  Previous conflicts between Israel 
and Hamas had ended with successful mediation 
efforts. However, experts believe that the scale of the 
Hamas assault could make diplomatic efforts difficult 
to succeed.29 

Potential Outcomes and Prospects of Escalation
Israel has responded to the attacks with indiscriminate 
bombing, and a complete blockade of Gaza, creating 
conditions for an imminent ground invasion. According 
to Israeli officials, the stated objective of the operation 
is the destruction of Hamas’ military capabilities.30  
However, the conflict could escalate if Israel proceeds 
with a ground invasion, potentially drawing different 
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Deployment of the two aircraft carriers by the US in the 
Eastern Mediterranean could lead towards a broader 
escalation if it takes part in military action.33  For now, 
the US backs Israeli plans and has put its special forces 
on alert at a nearby European country to assist.34  The 
stated US position on its naval deployment is that of an 
attempt to prevent broadening of the conflict through 
involvement of other Arab states and Iran into the 
conflict in support of Palestinians. However, much like 
the Ukraine conflict, the Israel-Palestine conflict will 
escalate if the US joins Israel and may become a source 
of geopolitical tension with China and Russia. While 
the trajectory of the war is uncertain, further escalation 
after an Israeli ground invasion will inevitably be 
catastrophic for civilians.

armed groups including Hezbollah, an Iranian-backed 
armed group far more sophisticated than Hamas, into 
the war. In that case, Israel’s campaign in Gaza would 
be protracted and costly, as it will have to manage the 
threat escalation in two other key areas; the northern 
border with Lebanon, and the West Bank. 

Hezbollah has not formally declared joining the war, 
but its fighters have reportedly launched rockets 
from Southern Lebanon into Israel.31  Moreover, the 
Palestinian Islamic Jihad, despite having not so-cordial 
relations with Hamas, has also joined the war, claiming 
responsibility for the rocket attacks on Israel from 
Lebanon.

Israel’s ground invasion could bring about a 
humanitarian disaster in Gaza, leading to a potential 
mass exodus of Palestinians. Israel has already asked 
over a million Palestinians to “evacuate” northern 
Gaza,32  but as they have no access to Egypt, on one 
side, and Israel on the other, the innocent civilians are 
trapped in the besieged enclave. The UN has asked 
Israel to rescind its call as evacuating more than a 
million people are “impossible”.

Source: BBC (2023)
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Notes

Roadmap to De-Escalation and Sustainable Peace

Despite calls for peace and de-escalation, the conflict 
appears to have entered an advanced phase with no 
prospects of a ceasefire in sight. At a time when the US 
and other Western powers should call for restraint and 
de-escalation, they are providing active military support 
to Israel, encouraging the latter to escalate. The US 
should support the mediation efforts by Egypt, Turkey, 
Qatar, and Saudi Arabia and bring an immediate end to 
the hostilities.

Since the Western countries, including the United States, 
take a lopsided position in favour of Israel, the role of 
China and Russia in the mediation process is crucial, 
both of which see the widely accepted “Two-State 
Solution” as a long-term way out of the conflict. Hence, 
establishing an independent state of Palestine based on 
the pre-1967 borders with East Jerusalem as its capital is 
inevitable for achieving lasting peace in the region.

The OIC countries need to forge a unity to exert 
maximum diplomatic pressure on Israel and the USA 
to put an end to hostilities to avert the unfolding 
humanitarian crisis where over a thousand children 
have already died due to Israeli bombings.
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